Cochlear nucleus, inferior colliculus, and medial geniculate responses during the behavioral detection of threshold-level auditory stimuli in the rabbit.
Rabbits were conditioned to respond behaviorally to auditory stimuli by pairing a white-noise conditioned stimulus (CS) with a corneal airpuff unconditioned stimulus (US). The conditioned response (CR) was movement of the nictitating membrane (NM). After the subjects were responding at better than the 90% correct level, the intensity of the auditory stimulus was reduced to behavioral threshold using a staircase procedure. Simultaneous measurements of neural unit activity and behavioral NM responses were then made in rabbits performing at behavioral threshold. After the experiment was completed neural unit responses during behavioral detection trials were compared to neural responses made during nondetection trials. Neural unit responses to a constant intensity, white-noise stimulus at behavioral threshold were well defined and essentially identical on behavioral detection and nondetection trials in the ventral cochlear nucleus, the ventrolateral division of the central nucleus of the inferior colliculus, and the ventral division of the medial geniculate body. This suggests that an auditory stimulus can be neuronally "detected" without being behaviorally detected, and that the neural "decision" to respond behaviorally is not made in these nuclei. Responses recorded from the dorsomedial division of the central nucleus of the inferior colliculus, the pericentral nucleus of the inferior colliculus, and less commonly in the medial division of the medial geniculate body were also clearly present and nearly identical during the onset of the auditory stimulus, but were sometimes consistently different for detection and nondetection conditions during the latter part of the auditory stimulus. These brain regions appear to receive both auditory and nonauditory inputs, and show responses which are more highly correlated with detection behavior.